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The Daniel Abreu Company was created in 2004 and has, since then, presented more
than 30 choreographic works in Asia, America and Europe.
Daniel Abreu, the director and creator of these works, has won a number of prizes and
gained a recognition that has enabled him to be programmed in a variety of national
and international theatres and festivals.
The company’s pieces are similar to journeys, paintings and images in action. Some of
the productions are halfway between dance and action.
This work titled Animal is coproduced by the Mercat de Les Flors, the Auditorio de
Tenerife supported by Modul Dance, in collaboration with Plezna Izba (Maribor,
Slovenia) and Station Zuid (Tilburg, Netherlands).
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Artistic and Technical Credits
Titled: Animal
Direction and choreography: Daniel Abreu
Assistant direction: Janet Novas
Texts: Marina Wainer
Interpretation: Dácil González, Alvaro Frutos, Álvaro Esteban, Anuska Alonso and
Daniel Abreu
Lighting design: Irene Cantero
Set design: Daniel Abreu
Technical coordination: Sergio García
Photography: Alberto Bañares and Yassiek
Co-produced by the Mercat de les Flors and the Auditorio de Tenerife supported
by Modul Dance
Collaborators: Plezna Izba Maribor (Eslovenia), Station Zuid de Tilburg
(Netherlands)

Animal is a choreographic work for five performers, presented in a dreamlike
atmosphere. It explores necessity and desire: a flow of superposed pictures and scenes
of physical, emotional answers, of extreme situations, in which instinct appears in the
most daily moment of our days.
Without resorting to a classical narrative thread, the work displays images of fighting,
necessity, relaxation, love, emotional sequestrations. Actions that are linked to the idea
of animality and survival.
The company’s characteristic mix between dance and action, intermingles and moves
around together with Marina Wayner texts, evoking scenes of the impulsive world
which leads us towards things or situations.

Nature doesn´t exist for the animal mind, it isn´t a refuge, it isn´t a place. Nature is the place where
the animal live, where they are and exist. In that way, it is impossible to put a name what it isn´t
foreing, what is is part of itself.
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Biographies
* Daniel Abreu – Director, choreographer and dancer
Daniel Abreu was born in Tenerife, which is where his curiosity and interest for physical
movement and stage expression began. He obtained a degree in Psychology from the
Universidad de Educación a Distancia.
As a performer, he has worked in a variety of national dance and theatre companies and
groups in Spain. Also he has collaborated as a assistant of creation or interpreter in many
different projects.
He has received a number of prizes, such as:
- Best director in INDIFESTIVAL with the piece “Los zuecos van hacia sus buenos hábitos”
- The Jury’s prize for Choreography in the Certamen coreográfico de Madrid (2005)
- Outstanding Dancer’s AISGE Foundation Prize to attend the American Dance Festival
(2005) in the Certamen coreográfico de Madrid,
- Most Distinguished Dancer of the IV Certamen Coreográfico de Maspalomas.
His project of forming a company developed almost imperceptibly in 2004. The sum of his
creations and collaborations came together in the concept that is known today as the Daniel
Abreu Company.
He has created more than 30 dance works, which has been presented in 17 countries in Asia,
Europe and South and Central America.
He has created work for the company Proyecto Titoyaya (Valencia, 2010), Zawirowania
Dance Theater Company (Warsaw, 2010), Cía. De Danza Nómada (Tenerife 2007 and 2009),
Festival En Pe de Pedra (Santiago de Compostela 2006), between others.
Animal one of his most recent production, is coproduced by Mercat de les Flors, the Auditorio
de Tenerife and supported by Modul Dance, was premiered in the Station Zuid (Tilburg,
Netherlands).
Some of his pieces has been selected for the Circuito de la Red de Teatros Alternativos from
2007 until 2010 and his work Perro and Equilibrio have been part of Aerowaves in 2009 and
2011.
As a result of all this creative work, Daniel Abreu has been invited to give a number of
workshops and courses, in which he has shared his creative and personal vision of
contemporary dance with students as well as dance and theatre companies. In parallel, he
continues developing his own work without moving away form other creative activities, such
as directing projects for other creators and companies. He combines this with stage direction
of Provisional Danza (Madrid), and supporting projects initiated by others.

* Janet Novas – Director Assistant
Janet Novas is a Spanish dancer and choreographer. She has received several prizes as a dancer
and choreographer in important Festivals in Spain such as the second award for the choreography
Se va del Aire in the XXI Certamen Coreográfico de Madrid 2007.
Janet Novas has worked as a dancer for Provisional Danza, Megaló Teatro Móvil, Pedro
Berdäyes, Arrieritos and José Reches. She has worked for the Daniel Abreu Company as a dancer
in the production Negro. After that she worked as assistant to Daniel Abreu in the productions
Otros rastros (2010) and Animal (2011)

* Irene Cantero – Lighting designer
Irene Cantero originally from Seville, she obtained a degree in design for stages from the
RESAD and dance in the Conservatorio Superior de Danza María de Ávila.
She has worked for Sharon Fridman, Michel Man, Pedro Berdäyes and Juan Carlos
Corazza, and she was the assistan of Juan Gómez Cornejo.

* Anuska Alonso -Dancer
Anuska Alonso originally from Galicia, studied dance in the Conservatorio Superior María de
Ávila. She has worked for companies such as the Losdedae, Q-Project and 10 & 10 Danza.
She presently works for the Daniel Abreu Company since 2006.
She has created several dance works, which have been showed in Spanish important dance
Festivals. She won the First Prize of Certamen Coreográfico Carmen Senra with the piece
Un Minuto de Tierra Trágame.

*

Alvaro Esteban - Dancer

Álvaro Esteban originally from Madrid, he has a degree in Ciencias de la Actividad Física y
Deporte by INEF. He presently works for the Cía. Daniel Abreu since 2010 in the
choreographies Otros rostros, otros rastros and Animal.
He studied contemporary dance in the Real Conservatorio Profesional de Danza Marienma,
Madrid. He has worked for companies and choreographers such as the Centro Coreográfico
Galego, the Tenerife Danza Lab, Larumbe Danza, Trasdanza, Carmen Werner, Pedro
Berdäyes, Olga Cobos, Cisco Aznar, Roberto Oliván, Patrick de Bana…
He has received a number of prizes, such as: Premio del Público and Premio del
Conservatorio Superior de Danza in the Certamen Coreográfico de Madrid (2009). This
choreography, Entomo, was created in collaboration with Elias Aguirre.

* Alvaro Frutos - Dancer
Alvaro Frutos originally from Seville, started his career as a dancer with hip-hop, jazz and
latin rythems. After that he trained in contemporary dance in the Centro Andaluz de Danza
(CAD).
He has worked with Thierry Thieu Niang, Emmanuel Gat, Cie. Coline, Cie. Aleracion
Danza-Teatro, Cie. Ilprologo, Slomi Tuizer and Edmond Russo, Salia Sanou and Sedou
Boro and Matilde Mornier repertory.
He presently works for the Cía. Daniel Abreu since 2011 in the choreography Animal.

*

Dácil González - Dancer

Dácil González originally from Las Palmas de Gran Canaria, Dácil González trained in higher
dance studies, and specialized in Choreography and Performance Techniques in Dance.
She has worked with the Company 10 & 10 Danza, directed by Monica Runde and Pedro
Berdäyes, the Staatstheater Darmstadt directed by Mei Hong Lin (in Darmstadt, Germany),
La Piel Danza (José Reches, Madrid), the Teatro Els Visitants Company (Castellón) and
the Company Arrieritos, to name just a few.
After creating the solo piece A mi no me gusta hablar and the duo Cuando digo una palabra
jointly with Gustavo Martín, she founded the company LA. Otra Compañía in 2009, with
Jesús Caramés and Gustavo Martín.
She is a member of the Daniel Abreu Company since 2009.

Press and critics
In his own way, Abreu, show us a particular universe where the stage design
challenges the law of gravity, and the scenes happen as pictures (even if we don´t get
to understand them in a classical secuence), they leave a well of beauty and a
underground sensation of calm and brutality. A quiet beauty, a sense of humor, which
bind to an overlay of figures and drawings to create the scenic narrative.

Ana Martos, http://www.culturamas.es/blog/2011/11/26/compania-daniel-abreuanimal/
In Animal, Daniel Abreu reaffirms his own way search on scenic language, and his
own vocabulary. It is a universe more than a narrative proposal. A universe of
necesities and insticts: conquest, sex, rest and fight.

Alfredo Miralles http://www.eter.es/dn/notis/noticia.php?id=15813
In Animal Daniel Abreu embarks his work in teorical and gestures universe, of
strength and contrasts. The fight, which appear more than once in the piece, its stands
sculptural during all play until the last image. Its get gravity, impulse and risk. He
metaphorizes the survival and he uses the recurrences nudes beyond what we are
accustomed in contemporary dance on fashion. It is possible to talk about the poetic
grace note in the body. The intention travels further. It is about emotional and costly
nudes for the artists, which involve them in this resulting and unsweetened plastic.

Roger Salas, El País 19-11-2011
This is poetry and that´s all, it is animal poetry, and I would like to be a feline like them
and snuggle me in those verses of the movements

Nerea Aguilar http://ladanzacontemporanea.blogspot.com
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